
ADVENTURE #27: An Unexpected Detour 
 

PART 1: The Deadfella Man 

 

 

The group has reached Australia and already managed to dig up trouble:  the warehouse of 

Toddy Randolph smolders on the docks, and Lester Cobblebottom reels from his experience with 

the golden machine.  Hans Hazzenbaum, German anthropologist and long-time resident of Port 

Hedland, has been recruited as a new member for the expedition, along with the slightly mad 

Chad Slambody (The Perfect Specimen of Necrophiliac Man), the duo-personality Lester 

Cobblebottom, Chan Chang, who has increasingly drowned himself in his cups to the point of 

ineptitude, Ma'Moud, the brave little Egyptian boy from Cairo, and Dr. David Dodge, 

archaeologist from Sydney. 

 

So, August 9, 1925... 

 

...finds the group (sans Ma'Moud, who has stayed at Hans’s house with Gi-Gi and the maid) 

clattering down the wooden railway between Port Hedland and Cuncudgerie, their final 

destination before they set out into the Great Sandy Desert. Hans possesses the coordinates to the 

Lost City, taken from the man who originally found it five years ago, one deceased Arthur 

MacWhirr. It is winter now, the sky clear and crisp but warm in the day and bone-chilling at 

night. The 14-hour train ride has lulled them into slumber, but Lester sleepily sees three rather 

large birds wheeling the distance. 

 

Rather...large. Yes.  He tries to note their location, but the landmarks are all nearly identical: 

scrub grass and rocks and more scrub grass. Hours later, the group pulls into the train station and 

they disembark into Cuncudgerie. 

 



 
 

And just as David Dodge warned them, it is a filthy rat nest of rowdy miners, surveyors, thieves 

and whores. Western Australia has recently hit somewhat of a Gold Rush, not unlike California 

in the 1800's, and an explosion of gold fever has prompted towns to literally develop overnight. 

Mangy dogs yelp in the streets; trucks rattle and belch fumes; the stink of bodies and liquor wafts 

from pubs lining the dusty dirt roads. The group's first order of business is to find a place to sleep 

for the night (The Oily Rag Motel! Named for its inevitable demise) and an outfitter to gear up, 

so Lester, Hans and Chad head that way while Dodge tries to recruit some Aboriginal labor 

workers and vehicles to take into the desert. 

 

Wycroft Outfitters is the first one they stumble across, and entering, they soon find the 

proprietor, one Mortimer Wycroft, a tall Caucasian man with pale skin, sunken cheeks and long 

greasy gray hair.   

 



 
 

Wycroft is an...odd fellow the group soon discovers.  His questions about their journey are slyly 

answered by Hans as the group wanders the store, picking out rope and miner's helmets, tins of 

food and beans and medicine. Three Abo employees watch them, one of whom actually helps 

Chad Slambody pump extra gasoline into drums behind the building. 

 

It is while pumping the gas that Chad notices a peculiar tattoo on the man's bicep, but he can't 

quite remember where he saw it... 

 

Finished re-supplying (including a much-appreciated crate of dynamite) the group bids adieu to 

Wycroft and goes to find David Dodge.  Dodge, in the meantime, has secured three Dahmler 

trucks and six Aboriginal workers who will accompany them into the desert.  They're bringing 

enough food and water for about a month, and according to the rough map Dodge possesses of 

the nearby desert, their journey will take them roughly 4 days.  They can leave in the morning, so 

in the meantime they relax at a nearby pub with the locals, where Hans and the others try to catch 

up on some of the local gossip. 

 

After all, Lester and Chang have reason to suspect that another branch of Nyarlathotep, The Cult 

of the Sand Bat, is active in this region of the world, and it would behoove the group to know as 

much as possible about them. (Such knowledge was bestowed upon them by Dr. Anthony 

Cowles, David Dodge, and Ali Kafour) 

 

So, four hours and several Gather Info checks later, the group has acquired the following tidbits 

of information: 

 

a) Don't bother the Slatterly's near Dingo Falls! They're bad news 

b) A bloke named John Carver took an expedition out east a "while back”, dug a big hole, and 



then fired the whole crew. 

c) Mortimer Wycroft of the Outfitter is a weird fella also called "The Deadfella Man" behind his 

back because of his pale skin. 

d) Big birds seen around the deeper desert 

e) Strange, very emaciated Koori's seen in the desert too, taller than most folks 

f) Strange disappearances and murders among the tribes. 

g) There's a ghost been seen around Dingo Falls (actually, I forgot to drop this hint. Ignore it!) 

 

So, with their newly acquired knowledge, the group rises the next morning, slogs some coffee, 

load the trucks and then set off into the horizon. 

 

 
 

 

PART 2: The Tall Man 

 

There are no real roads on the route they're taking, just a mish-mash of dry tire ruts and cattle 

tracks. It is bumpy and hot and sweaty, and they pop a tire by the end of the first day.  While 

changing the tire that evening they spot a cloud of dust approaching in the distance.  Cautious, 

they unclasp their guns, but it is just a cattle herd with five or six cowboys ranging inland from 

the desert. 

 



 
 

They're sociable enough, but warn the investigators of "strange sounds" they've been hearing in 

the desert at night.  Something even stole some of their herd!  They're spooked and heading back 

to Cuncudgerie for a while. 

 

The group debates whether they should stay at Dingo Falls for the protection and fresh water 

offered there, but Chad Slambody is INSISTENT that the group keep their distance. Don't they 

remember what the locals said? The Slatterly clan lives near there, and that means trouble! So 

the group avoids the dangling plot hook (and 3 pages of the campaign book) and camps out in 

the desert instead. 

 

The night passes without incident, and on dawn of Day Two they set off again.  After passing 

Dingo Falls, heading East toward Gumgy Well, they spot a ramshackle house on a hill about a 

quarter mile away.  Even from that distance, the eerie jangle of a banjo wafts down to them from 

a kid playing on the front porch, watching as they pass by...  

 

(GM Note: and yes, this was a Deliverance scenario with requisite banjo music.  "Squeal like a 

piggy, Chad!") 

 

I had the whole thing set up: 

 



 

 

 
 

 



By that afternoon the group spots an odd rock structure atop a shallow plateau.  Deciding to stop 

and rest, both Lester and Hans are intrigued by the potential archaeological significance of this 

item, as it surely manmade.  Dodge tells them it is called the Singing Stone, from the way wind 

whistles through a hole.  Hans and Lester clamber to the stop to study the Stone and make notes, 

even a charcoal rubbing of old hieroglyphics. 

 

 
 

But bent over, Hans sees a tall shadow fall across him.  And it's not Lester.  The wind has grown 

still. Hans feels a presence immediately behind him, and turning slowly, he is shocked to see a 

thin, gaunt humanoid nearly eight feet tall! 

 

 



 
 

It seems to be an Aboriginal man at first glance, but the unnaturally long fingers and jutting 

canine teeth denote a different species, or some undiscovered offshoot.  The strange man has 

apparently appeared through a gaping hole in the rock that was not visible moments 

before.  Hans kicks Lester, whose mouth falls open at the sight. Hans also notices that further 

down the slope, where the trucks are parked at the bottom, the wind is kicking up dust devils, yet 

it is ominously still and quiet at the top of the rise. 

 

The strange man is horribly thin and bears a wooden staff topped by a small skull.  He stares 

intently at Hans and Lester, so Hans makes a stammering attempt to greet him in the native 

Koori tongue. 

 

The Tall Man squats and begins drawing on the rocks and sand with incredible speed.  Hans and 

Lester watch, mesmerized. The drawing that emerges is one of uncertain horrors. An amorphous 

thing of flailing arms and mouths, and men dying in its grasp.  Hans continues to questions the 

Tall Man, but there is a distinct communication barrier between them.  The Tall Man does not 

speak except through images that are drawn with alarming speed and precision.  More pictures 

illustrate themselves upon the sand, and Hans begins to understand.  The Tall Man points to the 

crevice from which he emerged. 

 

He wants them to follow.  Hans nudges Lester down the hill to grab Chad and the others, and 

Hans continues his strange conversation. 

 

Details about a creature called "The Living Wind" emerge, something that is inimical to the Tall 

Man and his people.  He is asking for help to kill this Living Wind. And what insane investigator 

can turn down a dark crack in a rock housing unspeakable horrors? 

 

[GM note: and here we reach the Unexpected Detour where the players deviate from what I 

THOUGHT they would do (shun the uncertain route), and entered down the path of "Oh, my 



God, what have they done...?" Meanwhile skipping, mind you, the entire Slatterly clan encounter 

(and two other encounters) which would have been much less dangerous excursions]. 

 

A short while later Dodge and Chad and Lester have returned to the top, although Dodge is 

ADAMANT about not following this strange man down into a strange hole to kill an 

unstoppable strange thing made out of wind. But the investigators are full of bravado, 

ammunition and dynamite, and what on earth can resist that potent combination?  They agree to 

help the Tall Man, and take three of the Abo mooks with them.  The other three stay back with 

Dodge, who agrees to wait just three days to see if they will return, then he's heading on to the 

coordinates of the lost city by himself. 

 

So, making sure they have plenty of rope and headlamps, checking their ammunition, the group 

follow the Tall Man into the narrow crevice.  With a wave of a spindly finger, the Singing Stone 

seals shut behind them and darkness envelopes the party.  They abruptly feel themselves falling 

as if through molasses, and colored lights flash and burn in their corneas.  The sensation is 

sickening and unsettling but over almost as soon as it begins and they find themselves in a 

circular cavern illuminated by dimly glowing crystals.  But they are not alone.   

 

 
 



There are perhaps fifteen of the Tall Man's tribe here as well, watching furtively from the 

shadows, along with massive mummified remains of a nearly extinct species… 

 

 

 

                                                  Part 3: The Living Wind 

 

At this point, Hans pointedly asks if the Living Wind has any weaknesses--a question asked 

about thirty seconds too late--and the Tall Man scribbles a new symbol in the sand: 

 

A bolt of lightning. 

 

[GM Note: this begins a plan of trying to rig a "shocking device" from their accumulated 

batteries. Not a bad idea exactly, but absolutely useless when you see what they're up against] 

 

The Tall Man is insistent that they begin their quest, and he still has offered nothing in the way 

of explanation or gratitude or compensation for a job well done/attempted. With another slice of 

his uncommonly long digit, a crack opens in the wall as if a veil were peeling apart and the group 

is urged toward it. 

 

 
 

There is a wide corridor beyond curving left and right into utter darkness.  A thick layer of dust 

covers great octagonal flagstones beneath.  It is completely still and silent, with the unrelenting 

weight of millions of tons of rock above their heads. The three Abo helpers are shaking now and 

regretting their decision to accompany these guys. The group heads right, and after about a mile 



down this tunnel, they see something at the edge of their flashlights. 

 

And the sight of this makes Lester tremble with fear. He has seen it before in his dreams. 

 

 
 

A rectangular hole gapes in the floor of the tunnel.  On the far side, a huge unhinged lid lies on 

the flagstones. They approach the hole slowly and have the impression of great yawning depths 

below, and they hear the faint whistle of wind.  Their lights cannot penetrate the depths. There's 

barely room to skirt around the edge, so tying a rope to Chad's waist, he carefully circumvents 

until he reaches the other side. 

 

The lid is heavy, and all senses of self-preservation scream at them to "Close This Hole." Chad 

tries, but despite his great strength, it's not enough.  They throw more ropes across, hoping to 

anchor them somehow, but the wind has picked up, blowing dust around in swirling eddies.  A 

chattering sound begins somewhere far, far down in those Stygian depths, an inhuman voice that 

rakes their ears.  A sound that grows increasingly louder with the wind! 

 

Desperation soars through them.  Chad heaves mightily, throwing all of his weight and brawn 



into pushing up the lid while the others pull.  Precious seconds slide by as wind roars by their 

ears and the eerie, garbled croon of something massive and hungry surging up from the depths. 

The lid finally tilts upright and then slams down with an echoing thud. But it is still not latched, 

so they manically begin fumbling with large, bulky latches obviously not designed for human 

fingers.  Only one latch is secured when 

 

SLAM! BAM! BAM! BAM! 

 

The trapdoor shudders violently as something pushes up from beneath, and the investigators 

quickly bolt down the second latch. Wind pipes and whistles through the cracks, accompanied by 

the disturbing guttural growl and eerie whistling of what can be nothing other than the Tall 

Man's Living Wind. The investigators can see why they were so scared of this thing now, but 

they have little choice:  either continue and find another way to kill it, or go back and admit 

defeat. 

 

If there even IS a way back now. 

 

[GM Note: Ah, to so willingly trust this giant, fanged Tall Man. Wait til you see what happens if 

you piss him off!] 

 

They continue along the remote dusty corridor for about another mile until they hear in the 

distance that same horrible slurping and whistling and groaning, the sound of wet mucous 

strained through alien orifices. They are actually at a junction with two smaller tunnels branching 

off from the main one, but they tentatively creep forward, but the sound of the Living Wind 

retreats, having moved in the opposite direction. 

 

They eventually see a dim, dim light in the distance and move toward it.  Before reaching it, they 

hear a familiar sound:  the rhythmic hum of an electric generator. Sure enough, they find a single 

light bulb strung from the ceiling on a long stretch of wire bearing left and right into infinite 

darkness.  A gasoline powered generator keeps the weak light alive.  Human footprints exist 

here, all around the generator and continuing down the new tunnel. 

 

They're about to move on when they hear the splitting of stone again and The Tall Man fearfully 

steps out. He doesn't stay long and the investigators do not attempt to follow him. Apparently 

though, there are many such trapdoors as the one they closed, some without doors at all, and the 

Living Wind exists in great number in the deeper vaults.  More discouraged than ever, they head 

left, and eventually exit the tunnels in which they have been wandering. 

 

But the new environment does not make them feel any safer.  It opens up into an enormous black 

plaza, stretching up and left and right and all around them to unknown distances.  The wires 

continue up to a ceiling somewhere, and far, far in the distance awaits another bulb down the 

line. They stay along this rough path until they see a few more bulbs twinkling like lone stars in 

space, and then beyond that: 

 

A blue glow. 

 



 
 

The blow glow increases. Much larger than a light bulb, and they finally find themselves at the 

outskirts of a bizarre machine they cannot readily identify. Alien tubes and walls bend at obtuse 

angles.  Crusted with untold age and decay, the machine is a whole area unto itself, rising up 

several stories above their heads, groping into the darkness with its weak azure tint. Unknown 

metal and the faint wisp of ozone accompany the structure, but even while they're poking around, 

curious but fearful, Lester spots several bobbing lights coming closer from an adjacent tunnel. 

 

Chad, Lester, Hans and the three Abo's gather together and carefully approach the tunnel 

entrance, trying to see who or what is coming from the darkness, but they're too distant.  But the 

headlamps and flashlights of each group are soon readily visible to each other, and a voice calls 

out to them: 

 

"Who goes there?"  Chad and Lester don't understand the language, but Hans does: it is native 

Koori-speak. He answers back in same: "Who are you?", but the other group, still about fifty feet 

away, spreads out in the twenty foot wide tunnel.  There's about five or six individuals, very hard 

to tell in the deep gloom. 

 

"Who are you?" the other group asks again.  There is a distinct blue pinprick coming from the 

unknown group that doesn't look like a flashlight. And then Hans, in his naivety and fear of the 

horrible circumstances they find themselves in, truthfully answers: 



 

"We are just explorers! We're lost down here, and maybe--" 

 

"KILL THEM!" 

 

That's their answer, in Koori, which only Hans and the mooks immediately comprehend, but the 

next instant unleashes a thunderclap of light and blue fire!  

 

Electricity spews and arcs down the tunnel, spraying the entire party in a wide berth of pain and 

flame.  Clothes ignite and flesh sears as tendrils of energy spew from the tip of some sort of gun, 

enveloping all six of them. Screaming, the investigators stagger back, horribly burned, but 

another arc unleashes, slamming them again.  The mooks die, screaming as their eyes pop and 

skin welds to the walls in grisly patterns.  A few Action Points later, with Lester very nearly 

dead, the investigators are running FULL TILT away from the strangers, back toward the 

glowing blue machine.  They stumble out of the tunnel and hide around the cusp while Chad 

tosses two sticks of dynamite back and readies an action to fire the moment anyone comes 

barreling through. 

 

And seconds later three Aboriginal men with clubs do spring out of the tunnel, and BAM! BAM! 

 

The dynamite explodes in a bloom of fire, shattering bones and sending limbs flying into the 

black plaza like sparking cinders.  The other enemies retreat deeper into the tunnel and the 

investigators stand at the entrance, popping off a few pistol and rifle shots, but the darkness 

makes it hard to reach a target.  One enemy is felled though, but the most potent Abo bearing the 

bizarre gun spins around, ready to let loose with another barrage of energy. 

 

At that moment though the investigators hear the very unwelcome and unwanted wail and 

gibbering of a Living Wind approaching from the dark recesses of the plaza. And in a moment of 

indecision, almost pinned between THAT thing and a foe with a lightning gun, they retreat, 

trying to reach a haven of darkness or cover somewhere else.  But three failed Luck Rolls 

suggest otherwise, and they are unable to reach cover before the Living Wind surges into the 

blue glow like some swirling demon. 

 



 
 

It is a massive amorphous being, shimmering with slime and translucent flesh, parts of it fading 

in and out of view as if slipping into incorporeality.  Uncountable tentacles flail and beat the air 

while hungry mouths gape and snap, huge distensible maws that lurch out hungrily for anything 

within reach.  It spots the investigators who are shell-shocked at the thing's appearance, but scant 

seconds later an arc of electricity spews from the far tunnel! 

 

Chunks of the being's ethereal flesh explode into ectoplasmic goo, showering the ground with 

green and gray gunk, and the Living Wind spins toward the source.  The man in the tunnel 

entrance wields the gun, and screaming, and unleashes another round of burning plasma straight 

into the Living Wind.  The creature reels from shock but is hardly near death.  It surges forward, 

tentacles almost magically appearing from thin air, and they encircle the man's arms, legs, torso 

and neck, and with a sickening slurp and pop and squeeze, he is easily dismembered and 

disemboweled, every piece of his body showering the ground within half a dozen yards.  The 

lightning gun falls ineffectually to the ground while the Living Wind moves into the tunnel, 

stuffing it full, and chases the one man left. 

 

And there is a single smoldering lightning gun left on the ground, slathered with blood, viscera 

and slime... 

 



 
 

...as the investigators fearfully glance at each other, still standing out in the open... 

 

 

And there we stopped. 

 

 

 


